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1. Introduction



The Construction Industry Barometer is produced by Leading Edge Management Consultancy in conjunction with the
Chartered Institute of Marketing's Construction Industry Group (CIMCIG) and Construction News.



The barometer has been running on a regular basis since 2008. It is completed by senior directors and managers
working for companies across the construction industry supply chain.



The aim of the barometer is to provide insights into how the construction industry is performing in terms of sales and
market conditions and to find out what is happening to marketing budgets and recruitment.



Background to the authors

Leading Edge - specialise in market research, analysis, forecasting & marketing strategy in the construction and
building products industries. www.lead-edge.co.uk

CIMCIG - work to raise the status of the marketing profession within the construction industry. www.cimcig.org

Construction News – provide construction industry news and insights. www.cnplus.co.uk



To find out more about the barometer please contact Mel Budd or Rachel Smith at Leading Edge:
mel.budd@lead-edge.co.uk rachel.smith@lead-edge.co.uk Tel: 01252 279990.
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2. Executive summary
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Conclusions from research
Sales Performance and Market Outlook


The sales comparison index, which shows the average % change in sales in the past 6 months compared to the same period the previous
year, declined from 4.3% in April 2017 to 2.8% in April 2018. 57% of companies improved their sales compared to the same period last year.



The sales outlook index for the next 6 months also decreased from a year ago, with 44% of companies confident about their sales
performance over the next 6 months, compare to 56% in April 2017.



The outlook for housing, both new and R&M, has improved since the last survey, while the outlook for non-housing, both new and R&M, has
declined.



London and Scotland are the only regions where market performance expectations have improved since the last survey while the outlook for
all other regions has declined.

Marketing Focus and Strategic Outlook


The marketing outlook over the next 12 months has seen a slight improvement compared to April 2017:
o
42% of companies are set to grow their marketing spend, while 19% are expecting a decline. The average increase in marketing spend
over the next 12 months has increased to 1.6%.
o
Expectations for marketing headcount remain positive with 34% expecting to see an increase.



Brexit continues to cause uncertainty in the market and is impacting on materials costs, due to exchange rates, and on labour availability.



When asked which barriers would prevent them from winning work over the next 12 months, 73% of companies said it would be due to
‘aggressive pricing from competitors’.
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3. Key findings
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Sales Comparison for Past 6 Months
The average sales increase in the past 6 months was 2.8%, a decrease on the improvement seen in April
2017 but higher than the low of October 2016.
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Sales Outlook for Next 6 Months
The index has declined from April 2017 but remains positive.
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Marketing Spend Outlook for Next 12 Months
The average % change in marketing spend has improved since April 2017, returning closer to the levels
seen in 2015.
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Marketing Headcount Outlook Index for Next 12 Months
Marketing headcount expectation has increased significantly since last year.
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4. Detailed findings
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Sales Volume Over Past 6 Months
57% of companies improved their sales in the past 6 months, compared with the same period the
previous year. This was lower than the last period (75%).

“The market is slowing due to
Brexit uncertainty, you can feel
caution slipping into peoples
minds about spending money
on home improvement
projects.” Manufacturer

“We are starting to see
clients becoming more
price driven rather than
quality driven.”
Contractor

“We have seen growth
due to acquisition
resulting in increased
capacity.” Contractor

“We have seen growth during
this phase despite the terrible
weather at the start of the
year. The condition of
construction remains healthy
despite media sensationalism.”
Manufacturer
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6 – 12 Month Outlook
44% of companies are positive about their sales performance for the next 6 months, down from 56% in
the last survey.

“This year looks flat, next year looks a
lot more promising. The gestation
period for bidding winning and
commencing on site is getting longer
and longer.” Contractor

“Client confidence is low
due to the collapse of
Carillion and profit
warnings of Interserve.”
Contractor
“Market conditions are
slightly uncertain although
there are a number of
sizeable opportunities.”
Manufacturer
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Forecast Sector Impact
The outlook for housing has improved since the last survey, while the outlook for non-housing, both new and
R&M has declined.

“Areas of the market are still
growing. Although Commercial
is showing a decline, private
housing and infrastructure can
still provide opportunities.”
Manufacturer
“Despite the uncertainty around
Brexit, I believe the government
will have to ensure we maintain
growth in house building.”
Manufacturer

The figures shown represent the average % change of all the responses received for each sector.
www.lead-edge.co.uk
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Forecast Regional Impact
Outlook has improved In London and Scotland while it has declined in all other regions.

“We anticipate growth in the
West Midlands, however this
being balanced against decline in
the East Midlands” Contractor

The figures shown represent the average % change
of all the responses received for each sector.
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Marketing Spend Outlook
42% of companies are looking to grow their marketing spend over the next 12 months, a similar result to
that seen a year ago.

“We have already recruited
additional people to deal with
current rounds of major
Government procurement.”
Manufacturer

“We will have to be more active
to attract the same enquiry
activity.” Manufacturer
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Marketing Headcount Outlook
34% of companies are expecting to make increases in their marketing headcount, an increase on the 20%
expected a year ago.

“We will look at growing
headcount due to increased
bureaucracy and reporting
requirements. ” Manufacturer

“We need to keep up with the
demands of social media.”
Contractor
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Brexit
Uncertainty, labour availability and labour costs along with exchange rates and increasing materials costs
continue to be the main impacts of Brexit on the construction market.

“Brexit initially caused mass confusion and loss of momentum, it also caused massive blockages for foreign investment but
this has all settled down and provided we continue to work in the best interests of business and the country then there
should be no reason that this would change. However, mass media plays a massive part in this and sadly the need for a
good story far outweighs the need for balanced journalism ending in sensationalist views and extreme reactions. Let’s hope
businesses can remain level headed and deliver sensible reactions to the conditions of the time.” Manufacturer
“It is undoubtedly having some effect. Had we not been leaving the EU then it is not unreasonable to assume all sectors
would be showing reasonable growth of between 1-3% and the overall economy being stronger. Although last year
construction had a surprisingly large growth %, by the end of the year it was clear a slow down was starting to happen and
this effect trickled through to our business. Some projects have been scaled back, delayed or postponed, but there still
appears to be plenty of activity and the pipelines look OK. So although there is certainly a small negative impact, things
could be a lot worse!” Manufacturer
“Brexit is causing a delay in decision making leading to start date of projects being pushed back until more details become
available. Issues with employment as individuals affected are considering or have already moved back to mainland
Europe.“ Manufacturer
“There has been no impact as yet. Although lack of clarity in Government policy is impacting timescales, especially on
energy. Brexit is likely to be causing delays due to resources aimed at Brexit.” Consultant
“Decision making has slowed since Brexit and therefore we are seeing delays in contract awards.” Manufacturer
“Brexit is creating some uncertainty and it is taking longer for decisions to be made.” Manufacturer
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Brexit (ctd)
Uncertainty, labour availability and labour costs along with exchange rates and increasing materials costs
continue to be the main impacts of Brexit on the construction market.

“Brexit is slowing decisions and promoting non European investment.” Manufacturer
“One word, UNCERTAINTY. It is very disappointing that politicians are still politicking instead of moving forward to Brexit in
a cohesive manner. They are harming our prospects, it's borderline treason.” Manufacturer
“Timing wise, this year for delivery of projects is slower and quieter than previous or future years - we suspect that this
represents a slow down in bidding activity and investment decisions that occurred straight after the Brexit decision.”
Contractor
“There is no impact on volume but there are issues with inflation around exchange rates.” Manufacturer
“There is a slowdown in commercial building due to a lack of investor confidence. Housing is still going well.” Manufacturer
“Cost inflation on imports and increased fuel costs on the devalued pound.” Manufacturer
“Brexit is raising the costs of componentry. There are difficulties in recruiting drivers and factory workers and uncertainty
from consumers on spending. There is a lack of investment from central Europe.” Manufacturer
“The only impact is a slight hesitancy to place orders by certain sectors that are playing wait and see.” Manufacturer
“The impact will be from the volatility of the pound and euro exchange rates.” Manufacturer
“Labour shortages are being compounded as many Eastern Europeans are very unsure of their futures.” Contractor
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Brexit (ctd)
Uncertainty, labour availability and labour costs along with exchange rates and increasing materials costs
continue to be the main impacts of Brexit on the construction market.

“There is continued uncertainty which is impacting investment decisions.” Manufacturer
“Brexit is impacting the cost of raw materials and components from overseas.” Manufacturer
“There has been no impact yet but concerned that it will slow the market through lack of confidence.” Manufacturer
“Negative talk and the lack of decisive action creates poor sentiment across the marketplace. This results in project
holdback and a fall in orders. Positive talk and action for leaving sees an almost immediate surge in business and orders.
We expect any transition period that extends the uncertainty surrounding the UK leaving the EU cleanly to lead to an
extension of this phenomena with continuing ups and downs in the market place.” Manufacturer
“Brexit has led to higher raw material costs. Uncertainty of investment is leading to suppressed demand. Uncertainty of
legislative environment is leading to concerns about whether EU approvals will be valid in the UK post Brexit.”
Manufacturer
“There is a lack of confidence and so reduced planning and investment. There is a reduced European workforce with skills
as they view other countries as better opportunities. We are seeing a huge increase in imported products (many of which
are not manufactured in the UK). Lots of businesses and individuals are waiting until after Brexit to spend.” Manufacturer
“General uncertainty from the customers perspective. Labour costs are rising because of a reduction in available
resources.” Contractor
“It's hard to say but I believe that some decisions within the industry as a whole are procrastinated rather than at the usual
speed.” Manufacturer
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Barriers to Winning Work
‘Aggressive pricing from competitors’ continues to be the main barrier to winning new work over the next 12
months.

“The new Government SQ PQQ
process is far more time
consuming and resource hungry
than the system it replaced. Also
the ongoing bloated EU
procurement directives continue
to increase cost and reduce
value for money.” Contractor

Multiple responses allowed.
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“If we want to grow we must learn to adapt
to the shortened timescales of clients, the
changing needs for finance and manage our
own product position and placement as
required by the channel at the time.”
Manufacturer
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5. Sample size & methodology
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Respondent profile
The survey achieved a mix of respondents (56) from across the construction supply chain.

Respondent Type

%

Manufacturer

52%

Contractor

29%

Distributor

2%

Consultant, Investor, Trade Association, Architect, Consulting Engineer

17%

Total

100%

The data was collected through an on-line survey during April 2018.
The majority of respondents are senior directors, marketers, product managers or involved with business development.
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Public & Private Sector mix
71% of the companies represented in the survey are active in both the public and private sectors.
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Construction Sector Split
18% of the companies taking part in the survey work across or supply all the main construction sectors.
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Leading Edge delivering a better understanding of customers and markets
01252 279990
www.lead-edge.co.uk
leadingedge@lead-edge.co.uk

